Distinct response properties of rat prepositus hypoglossi nucleus neurons classified on the basis of firing patterns.
Neurons in the prepositus hypoglossi nucleus (PHN), which is involved in controlling horizontal gaze, show distinct firing patterns in response to depolarizing current pulses. Although the firing patterns are commonly used to classify neuron types, whether the classified PHN neurons show differences in voltage response properties when stimulated with various types of current inputs remains unclear. In this study, we investigated the response properties of PHN neurons to various current stimuli using whole-cell recordings in rat brainstem slices. In response to pulse currents, neurons that exhibited oscillatory firing (OSC type) showed greater gain than other types, and neurons with a low firing rate (LFR type) showed strong overshooting firing responses to ramp currents. In response to triangular ramp currents, the late-spiking type and the LFR type showed a marked hysteretic frequency-current relationship. In response to sinusoidal currents, the gain was larger in the OSC type than in the other types, although the gain and phase of all types of neurons were similarly modulated by an increase in the input frequency. These findings suggest that distinct neuron types show distinct response properties, depending on the type of stimulus. These neuron types may represent the functionally different populations in the PHN.